Cutter’s Mate Limited Warranty

Hints
1. When scoring glass, keep the cutting head at least three inches
from the slide shaft for better stability. Wear safety glasses !!!
2. Replace the rubber cap over the cutting wheel when Cutter’s
Mate is not in use. This will protect the wheel from moisture
and damage, and will help retain oil on the wheel.
3. The rubber cap can assist in running the score. This is very
effective with deep inside cuts and more delicate work.
a. Score the glass as usual.
b. Turn the glass over so that the score is on the bottom of the glass.
c. Place the yellow, plastic cap over the cutting wheel.
d. Hold the Cutter’s Mate handle as usual and press down with the covered
cutting wheel along the backside of the score. Press firmly until you see
the score begin to run. Lift and move the handle slightly along
the score line, and press firmly again. Repeat until the cut is completed.
Remember to lift the handle when the score begins to run. If you
continue to press in the same spot, you may shatter the glass.
With practice, you will find this to be a very effective technique.
NOTE: If you find it difficult to see the score line, trace it with a
marker on the scored side of the glass. With some glass, there
may be no way to see the scored line. You may want to make
a mark on the edge of the glass and start the run there.
4. You may find it helpful to use your Cutter’s Mate with The Waffle
Grid or a light box. The Waffle Grid comes in a 6-Pack, 4-Pack
and 2-Pack.
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Your Cutter’s Mate product is warranted against defective material or workmanship for a period of
one year from the date of purchase. In the event of failure of the product to conform to this written
warranty, please take the following action:
1. DO NOT return your product to the place of purchase.
2. Carefully package the product by itself and return it, freight prepaid, along with:
A. A copy of your dated proof of purchase (please keep a copy for your records).
B. A written statement about the nature of the problem.
C. Your name, address, and phone number to:
Creator’s Stained Glass
25091 W. Crabtree Lane
Ingleside, IL 60041
We recommend that you insure your package against loss and in-transit damage for which we cannot
be responsible.
This warranty applies to the original registered purchaser. DAMAGE TO THE
PRODUCT RESULTING FROM TAMPERING, ACCIDENT, ABUSE, NEGLIGENCE,
UNAUTHORIZED REPAIRS OR ALTERATIONS, UNAPPROVED ATTACHMENTS
OR OTHER CAUSE UNRELATED TO PROBLEMS WITH MATERIAL OR
WORKMANSHIP ARE NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY.
No employee, agent, dealer, or other person is authorized to give any warranties on behalf of Creator’s
Stained Glass. If inspection by Creator’s Stained Glass shows that the problem was caused by defects
in the material or workmanship within the limitations of the warranty, Creator’s Stained Glass will
repair or replace the product free of charge and return product prepaid. Repairs made necessary by
normal wear or abuse, or repair of product outside the warranty period, if they can be made, will be
charged at regular factory prices.
CREATOR’S STAINED GLASS MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY OF ANY KIND
WHATSOEVER, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WHICH EXCEED THE
ABOVE MENTIONED OBLIGATION ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED BY CREATOR’S
STAINED GLASS AND ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS LIMITED WARRANTY.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state
to state. The obligation of the warrantor is solely to repair or replace the product. The warrantor is not
liable for any incidental or consequential damages due to any such alleged defect. Some states do not
allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or
exclusion may not apply to you.
Contact your Cutter’s Mate distributor for prices and warranty fulfillment.
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